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Biggest UK abortion provider to turn away Irish
women
Marie Stopes says it has seen a surge in demand so must temporarily prioritise
British NHS patients
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Pro-choice campaigners taking part in a demonstration through Belfast city centre in protest at Northern
Ireland's restrictive abortion law AFP/Getty Images

Britain’s largest abortion provider has announced it will have to
begin turning Irish women away from its clinics as it struggles to
meet demand.
A spokeswoman for the family planning charity, Marie Stopes
International, said it would now prioritise the needs of UK-based
clients referred to it by the NHS – though Irish women who had
already booked appointments would be treated.
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She said: “We’re looking at our capacity across the country. Irish
women may have to go to slightly diﬀerent locations to access our
services."
Instead, the charity said it would refer Irish clients to another
abortion provider, the British Pregnancy Advisory Service
(BPAS) – but it warned it was also feeling the strain.

READ MORE
Court rules Northern Ireland abortion law 'breaches human rights'
When it comes to abortion, Britain is no better than Trump
Surgical abortions have been suspended at Marie Stopes clinics

Abortion is illegal in almost all circumstances in Ireland and
heavily restricted in Northern Ireland so women are forced to
travel and pay privately for an abortion in Britain.
More than 3,400 Irish women travelled to Britain for an abortion
in 2015 according to UK Government ﬁgures, accounting for the
largest number of non-UK nationals having an abortion in the
country.
The Marie Stopes spokeswoman insisted the restrictions were
only temporary.
She told The Times: “January and February are always the busiest
times of year and we are currently managing high demand by
referring some women to other providers to ensure they can be
seen as soon as possible.
 UK news in pictures
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“Our priority is ensuring women obtain the earliest possible
appointment and we are working with organisations in Ireland to
ensure provision is there for women who go via their networks.
“We are managing demand by focusing on NHS clients but our
helpline is very clear to everyone that calls that if they have
diﬃculty ﬁnding another provider they should call us back.”
Under Irish law abortion is only legal when the mother’s life is in
danger.
Following controversy over the death of Savita Halappanavar –
who died while 17 weeks pregnant at Galway hospital in 2013
after doctors refused to terminate her miscarrying pregnancy to
save her life because they feared criminal penalties calls – plans
were made for abortion laws to be loosened.
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A rally in Brussels in support of the #repealthe8th movement (Erica Jane/Twitter)

The eighth amendment to the Irish constitution, which was
ratiﬁed in 1983, gives explicit recognition of “the right to life of
the unborn” equal to that of its mother.
The “Repeal the 8th” campaign has called for the amendment to
be scrapped to bring Ireland into line with its European
neighbours.
In Northern Ireland, where the 1968 Abortion Act does not
apply, medically induced abortions are legal but only up until
nine weeks gestation – before many women know they are
pregnant.
But Dr Rebecca Gomperts, the founder of Dutch organisation
Women on Waves, which provides family planning services on a
ship just outside the jurisdiction of countries with restrictive
abortion laws, said the problem was that Britain’s own abortion
regulations were too restrictive.
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READ MORE

The UK's own abortion ban, explained in 3 minutes

She told The Independent: “The real problem here is that
abortion access to Great Britain is way too regulated. Even for an
abortion with pills, women have to go to a special clinic like
Marie Stopes and BPAS .
“This is totally unnecessary as scientiﬁc research in the past 20
years has shown it is safe for women to have a medical abortion at
home.
“So if the UK wants to solve this problem the only thing they
have to do is make medical abortion available on prescription
through family physicians in regular pharmacies.
“This would immediately take away the strain on the clinics and
make the care of women who need an abortion in the UK and for
women travelling there from Ireland much better.”
More about: | abortion | Marie Stopes International | BPAS |
abortion services | Ireland | repeal the 8th | abortion ban
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2 days ago

It was clear that this article was a promotion for legalizing
abortion in Ireland as soon as I read the 'Savita' case being
used, yet again, as a propaganda piece. FACTS do not seem to
be important to journalism but maybe your readers would be
open to these, which are:
http://savitatruth.com/facts/
Also, I think it is fair that your readers are aware of the massive
failures found by the CQC with regard to both Marie Stopes
and Bpas in safeguarding women:
http://www.cqc.org.uk/content/cqc-publishes-inspectionreports-marie-stopes-international
https://www.cqc.org.uk/sites/default/ﬁles/new_reports/AAA
F8336.pdf
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Someone has to help Irish women, even if it is hypocrisy of
Phariseean proportions to oﬀ-shore the issue. It does not make
the need or demand for the procedure of abortion disappear.
In the post-enlightenment Europe IMO full suite of
reproductive services should be the norm: contraception,
sexual health incl STD detection, maternity and termination.
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Irish people should handle this by taking on their elected
oﬃcials in Ireland- I dont know if Irish women pay in the UK
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Most Irish women go to providers like Marie Stopes who
charge.
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I agree with this as if Irish governments did not have the
'safety valve' of England, they would have been forced to
introduce abortion years ago.
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Hmm.. a new low in euphemisms perhaps, equating UK health
resources with the wanton murder of unborn babies....
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Abortion factories have busy seasons? Well, call me Mr CrassAnd-Insensitive, but allow me to suggest that women stay oﬀ
the sherry at Christmas.
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Or maybe men should don the condom eh?
Reply Share
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3 days ago

Speaking about human life as if it's just a piece of trash you
throw out with the bins. Pathetic.
There are 200,000 abortions in the UK each year which
compares with the 3,4000 Irish ladies seeking abortion. I can
guarantee you Irish society is much happier with strict antiabortion laws and the rate of rape in Ireland is 1/2 that in the
UK. 98% of those 200,000 abortions are healthy unborn babies
and 81% of the women are single. The problem is with the
relationships encouraged by a permissive society. And let's not
forget, if the gender ratio is about 50:50, women are killing
women here.
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1. Fetuses are not babies.
2.Permissive society simply means "a free society".
3. It's not possible to kill something that isn't alive.
Fetuses which are aborted are simply not self suﬃcient
living organisms.
Using extremely misleading rhetoric doesn't help your
case.

Also, societies where abortion is illegal are not happier.
There is no evidence to suggest that they are.
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Magical thinking is the thing I really love about
living in the twenty-ﬁrst century. That someone
can open with "fetuses are not babies" and then
move on to "using extremely misleading rhetoric
doesn't help your case" is one of the marvels of
modern education.
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Can't understand why with the morning after pill being readily
available that abortion is so common. Surely whatever your
feelings about abortion are, it is something to be avoided.
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Yes, but not by the morning after pill. Contraception is
widely available and if you love the person you sleep
with, then surely you can be happy with a child. In the
US, typically 98.5% of abortions are from consensual
sex.
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Well of course, lest occurrence of rape be
staggering, especially as not all instances of coitus
lead to pregnancy.
Love and wish of parenthood are separate
sentiments, though often coinciding.
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contraception
in a strongly Catholic country and
shares
what social/peer/faith pressures are there not to
use any of them?
Sorry but until the Vatican fundamentally changes
its thinking on contraception, you can't use that as
a get out of jail free card.
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Unfortunately the feckwit zealots regard taking the
morning after pill as *being* an abortion. So the Vatican
etc says no.
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Did you heard about silent scream of a baby inside the womb?
Check out before abortion..
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gON-8PP6zgQ
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Mental case
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Fetuses in the womb do not scream or cry because they
do not breathe until they are born at a viable stage
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It seems you did not watch, baby clearly feels
something and tries to move away, and opens his
mouth clearly !
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The poor unicorns, extinction and all that again, eh?
I perso ﬁnd the concept of foetal voices creepy, even if it
as imaginary as the unicorns.
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Women bring each other down by giving an
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impression of support. May be that's why so many of them are
ugly and unhappy.
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What bitter world do you live in?
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Don't feed the troll.
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What a nasty bitter comment, misgyony is so ugly.
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